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IMMACULATE LANDSCAPING 
EXECUTIVE STYLE HOME

2 BAY SHOP WITH 4 OFFICES 
RECREATIONAL POND
RUSTIC CABIN RETREAT





Be greeted by an expansive green space, large vegetable garden and the main 
entrance of the luxurious home quarters when entering this property from the East.  A 
combination of drip irrigation and underground sprinklers keep the grass and vegetation 
throughout the yard in spectacular shape. A low maintenance garden lines the 
welcoming and spacious veranda.  The attached double garage has ample room for 
parking a hobby vehicle and workshop space in addition to the two designated parking 
bays.  An access to the storage and utility crawlspace, and the two water cisterns can 
be found at the back of the garage.  The yard is well graveled and planned for ease of 
travel around the property. There is ample room for guests, business, and farm vehicles 
to conveniently park. A chain link fence and a berm neatly border the property. 





Enter this well crafted 2,922 square foot house for an overwhelmingly peaceful feeling 
of home.  The grand entrance features an exquisite light fixture and a wide-open hall 
opening up to the main living space. Leave your business at the door with an executive 
and brightly styled office, with incredible crown moulding lighting, immediately to the 
left of the front entrance.  The massive heart of this home can be found in the open 
concept living, dining, and kitchen area.  High ceilings, expansive windows overlooking 
the patio area and pond, an executive style wet bar and detailed provident fireplace 
will draw you in to this perfect place for entertaining.  No expense was spared on the 
construction and finishing.  Granite countertops and high-end appliances can be found 
throughout the kitchen and bar.  Tying together the living spaces are an abundance 
of elegant and quality-built cabinetry, carefully planned to suit both storage needs 
and style.  Top of the line speakers play music and adds to the atmosphere throughout 
the whole house and both the veranda and patio areas outside, minus the office.  An 
easy access to the patio behind the dining area lets the indoor and outdoor spaces 
flow seamlessly.  The patio is covered and hosts a multitude of entertaining spaces.  
The highlight of the patio is the custom-built waterfall, perfect for taking a relaxing 
moment during any time of the day. A butler’s kitchen and mud room can be found 
just off the kitchen and transitioning into the attached garage.  The butler’s kitchen 
spaciously houses ample pantry storage, a steam oven, fridge, microwave, sink, and 
instant hot water tap for your cooking and prepping convenience.  The mudroom 
features a built-in storage and bench unit, and additional storage can be found on 
the landing inside the garage. 





The southeast corner of the home, just down the hall, has a 3-piece bath, media room, 
and secondary bedroom.  The media room has a built-in feature wall with shelving, 
lighted nooks, gas fireplace, and room for a television above.  This cozy room can 
easily be converted into an additional guest room with the custom-built murphy bed, 
cleverly placed in the recessed wall nook. Around the corner of the brightly lit hall is 
an oversized secondary bedroom.  A king size bed and all the bedroom furniture you 
need will comfortably fit without overcrowding the room.  The hall follows through to a 
perfectly planned laundry room.  Bridging between the secondary bedroom and the 
master bedroom, the laundry room has its own closet, hanging space, and sink.  The 
appliances sit on a built-in pedestal for a more ergonomic height.  Last, but certainly not 
least, the southwest corner of the home is entirely dedicated to the extravagant master 
bedroom. Garden doors and enormous windows line the west wall, overlooking the patio 
and pond.  The master bedroom space is calm and spacious and opens into an amazing 
master bath. Bright, textured glass windows above the jetted tub diffuse light across the 
ensuite.  The massive, walk through, tiled steam shower with two shower heads is stunning. 
Heated flooring warms the flooring throughout.  Hidden behind the double sink vanity is a 
walkthrough closet with all the storage and organization features already in place.  Every 
detail was carefully selected in this executive style home, built for peaceful living and 
entertaining families, friends, and loved ones. 







Living and working in the same yard is possible with the two bay, 4 office shop and 
surrounding gravel yard. Both bays have 14’ garage doors on both sides for drive through 
accessibility.  A car lift occupies a corner of the 3,640 Sq. Ft. shop and there is ample 
space for workbenches, storage and parking throughout the remaining floor plan.  A 
combination of bat and sprayfoam insulation keeps the shop at an even temperature, or 
turn on the radiant heat in the winter for extra comfort. The shop measures 65’ w x 56’ d, 
has 220 power and floor drains.  Extra storage is provided from the mezzanine above the 
attached office spaces.  There is also a detached single garage located behind the shop 
that can be utilized for storage, working or parking.  Four fully finished offices line the west 
side of the shop.  The front space is currently being utilized as a reception area and has 
a washroom complete with a shower.  Walk through the second and third well finished 
offices to access the last office with access to the shop.  Slightly smaller than the others, 
this office could be used as a mud room or lunchroom alternatively.  



Retreat to the rustic cabin overlooking a man-made recreational pond for a completely 
unique and relaxed getaway within your very own back yard. Located on the Northwest 
corner of the property, quietly nestled in behind the berm, the cabin area feels like an 
entirely different world from the rest of the yard.  It houses an open living and kitchen 
area inside with a wood burning fireplace. A loft bedroom can be utilized for overnight 
stays and there is even an authentic outhouse to add to the experience!  This retreat also 
hides the watering system mechanics and has a dry wood storage & chopping area.  A 
large rock waterfall flows into the pond and adds to the relaxation to enjoy sitting on the 
veranda.  Plenty of fun is to be had for the whole family. A sandy beach, diving board, 
and grassy area provide lots of room and options for play.  Launch your favorite canoe, 
kayak or paddle boat off the beach or go for a swim in the water.  The pond is not 
currently stocked with fish, however it does have the ability to sustain some for the avid 
fisherman.   Soak in the evening sunset around a campfire as the last rays of light hit the 
gorgeous trees and reflective pond. Enjoy this unbelievable experience night after night, 
just a few steps away from the main home.  








